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Introduction

Suppose you were given a stack of documents, such as all of the articles published in a particular
newspaper, and your goal was to make sense of this data, to determine topics that this data may be
made up from. To frame this as an unsupervised learning problem, suppose the documents were
written in a foreign language and came from a foreign planet. By understanding topics that these
documents are about, you would be able to, given a new document, determine what characteristics it
shares with other documents and uncover, ultimately, what it is about. In theory, we refer to this as the
problem of unsupervised Topic Modeling, first introduced by Dave Blei et al. Of course, instead of
taking news articles, this can be framed with genome sequences, audio tracks, images, and all sorts of
data. The problem of Topic Modeling informally aims to discover hidden topics in documents, then
annotate them according to these in order to summarize the collection of documents. This falls into
the modern AI challenge of developing tools for automatic data comprehension.
In the 2012 paper Learning Topic Models: Going beyond SVD [1], Sanjeev Arora, Rong Ge,
and Ankur Moitra present a new method for unsupervised learning of topics, namely that of NonNegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) and provide provable bounds for the error in learning. Arora
et al. motivate NMF as a more naturally derived tool for topic learning than the current approach
prevailing in theory that is Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The authors present a polynomialtime algorithm, building on their previous study on NMF [3], that similar to SVD can be realized
mostly in linear algebra operations and thus achieves better running time than other local-search
approaches both in theory and in practice, where the number of documents suffices to be
m=O

 log nr6 
2

,

where n is the word dictionary size, r is the number of topics learned and  is the (Theorem 1.4 in the
paper; several parameters obmitted). Their algorithm crucially depends on an assumption motivated
by observations made by the machine learning community that we will refer to as the “anchor word
assumption.” This states that in a document setting, for each topic there exists a word (the anchor
word) that occurs with non-zero probability only if the document is about that specific topic.
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This paper [1] covers the underlying theory of their approach and proves the interesting error
bounds that make this algorithm work. Arora et al. have since provided a more detailed outline of
their algorithm 1 and experimental results in [2].
The following notes will go on to formalize topic modeling problem, review the work done before
Arora et al.’s paper and describe the anchor word assumption and its consequences that make this
paper possible. We will further review the NMF algorithm and describe Arora et al.’s realization in
dealing with the massive amout of sampling noise that occurs in the topic modeling problem due
to finite (and typically short) document length. We will describe some of the later improvements
Arora et al. present in further work to make this algorithm work in practice while still providing the
same error bounds. Finally, we will provide brief experiments on the bag of words representation in
the image topic modeling problem, aiming to clear if the “anchor word assumption” holds and can
provide useful output in a setting outside of the prime newspaper example problem that Arora et al.
provide experimental results for.
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The Formal Topic Modeling Problem

In the topic modeling problem as tackled by this paper we work with the bag-of-words model for
representing documents, but rather than representing documents we can access as wordPcounts, we
will represent them as samples from a distribution over n words, our dictionary, where ni=1 ci = 1
if ci represents the fraction of words that are equal to the ith entry of the dictionary. For example, the
document “The dog runs in the park because the park is nice” is 2/11 park and 1/11 dog. 2 Further,
we assume that documents arise as an unknown distribution (or a convex combination) τ over topics.

Figure 1: The matrices A, W , and M : Nonzero entries in orange.

Topics themselves arise as a distribution over words. Let us now encode r topics by the “topic
matrix” A : Rr → Rn , where each column represents a single topic as a convex combindation of n
words. Notice that mapping a single document vector v ∼ τ with v ∈ Rr (a convex combination of
1

The authors made further refinements that deviate to the version presented in this paper including removing the
necessity to rely on matrix inversion, which has been found noisy.
2
Note that these fractions change when we strip words like “the”, “in”, etc.
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topics) through A by matrix multiplication takes us from a distribution over topics to a distribution
over words. Thus, we can think of Av as the n-dimensional vector that encodes the word frequencies
we would expect in a document constructed as v if it was infinitely long. In performing this operation
with m documents, we set up the r × m “document matrix” W that when multiplied with A gives an
n × m matrix M that encodes the expected distribution over words in a document for m documents,
given the topic model A. This model is illustrated in Fig. 1. Our goal is to recover the unknown topic
matrix A. Notice that W is entirely generated from the distribution τ , so we never have access to it3
However, in some situations we can recover the parameters of τ . We are only given an approximation
M̂ for M that contains samples from the distribution that each column of M encodes of document
length N  n. Notice that as M is sparse, M̂ is a very crude approximation.
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Prior Approaches to Topic Modeling

The prevailing approach to topic model inference in machine learning has been based on a maximum
likelihood (MLE) objective. Given m documents and a goal to find r topics, MLE aims to find the
topic matrix A that has the largest probability of generating the observed documents when the columns
of W are generated by a known (assumed) distribution, typically uniform Dirichlet. In Theorem 6.2,
Arora et al. provide a proof that maximul likelihood estimation here is NP hard by reducing the MINBISECTION problem to it. As a result researchers can typically use at best approximate inference,
which has known issues: if there are no provable algorithms, local search like methods might get stuck
in local maxima/minima and never converge to the optimal solution in parameters that maximize the
likelihood of the data.
Other popular methods to solve this problem include Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA
assumes a Dirichlet distribution fo τ , which in practice favors sparse matrices A [6]. Recent works
by Blei et al. [4] and others generalized LDA to be able to deal with topic-topic correlations where
the correlation is exhibited via the logistic normal distribution. However, unlike this approach, the
algorithm proposed by Arora et al. does not make any assumptions about τ and generalizes well to
the case where τ is any distribution. In section 4, the authors show how the parameters of a dirichlet
distribution can be robustly recovered.
In theory, the most popular approach has been to utilize SVD to uncover topic vectors. This
method called Latent Semantic Indexing. Recall the variational characterization of singular vectors:
if we want to project our data onto a k-dimensional subspace (where k is lower than the original
dimension) so as to maximize the projected variance, we should project onto span(u1 , ..., uk ), where
ui is the ith column of the matrix U in the SVD:
M = U ΣV T
P
Further, the best rank k approximation to M in Frobenius norm is attained by ki=1 ui σi viT , where vi
is the ith column of V and σi is the ith diagonal entry of Σ. Thus, if we write out SVD for M as
M ≈ U (k) Σ(k) V (k)T ,
where U (k) represents the matrix made of the first k columns of U , etc., then the columns of U (k)
are the k directions that maximize the projected variance of a random document [8]. These vectors
3

In fact, Arora et al. show that it is impossible to learn the matrix W to within arbitrary accuracy even if we knew both
the matrix A and the distribution τ .
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are interpreted as topics. One can either recover the span of the topic vectors instead of the topic
vectors themselves (in this case we required large document sizes m = O(n) to achieve provable
error bounds on the topic span) or assume only one topic per document. Research has focused on
the latter. Regardless, the singular vectors interpreted as topics are by definition orthogonal, thus
assuming no correlation between topics.
In conclusion, all previous approaches that could learn A to provable error and don’t require
immense document sizes assume a single topic per document. Prior approaches that didn’t assume a
certain distribution for τ couldn’t account for correlation between topics. Both of these are issues in
practice. Consider the news topics “finance” and “politics”. Articles can certainly be combinations of
those and one could argue that in practice, the presence of the topic “politics” increases the probability
of the presence of “finance”. Arora et al.’s work only relies on the anchor word assumption, which
has been found to hold in practice, and allows for topic-topic correlations.
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The Anchor Word Assumption

To achieve this, Arora et al. depend crucially on the anchor word assumption, which leads to a separability assumption of the matrix A. Recall that an anchor word occurs with non-zero probability
only if the document is about one specific topic. The anchor word assumption, which has been found
to hold at least in the text case in practice by the machine learning community, states that this word
occurs with probability of at least p.
Definition 4.1 (1.1). The matrix A ∈ Rn×r is called p-separable if for each i = 1, ..., r there is some
row of A that has a single nonzero entry which is in the ith column and it as least p.
Now suppose A is p-separable. What are some immediate consequences? Suppose all but the jth
entry in a particular row of A are nonzero. Call this entry λ. Then the dot product of that row in A
with any column vector Wi reduces to λ · Wij .Thus in matrix multiplication AW = M , the rows of
M (namely r “anchor rows”) appear as scaled copies in M . Further, it can easily be seen that all other
rows of M are just convex combinations of those anchor rows (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Consequences of the anchor word assumption: the r rows of W appear as scaled copies in M .
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As a crucial consequence, knowledge of the anchor words allows us to read off the values of W
(up to scaling) and given M allow us to recover A up to scaling. The anchor words thus present the
key to the puzzle that will make the rest of the steps obvious for the reader. We can then set up a
system of equations to obtain A as we will further outline in section 7.4 The rest of these notes will
be dedicated to the discussion of recoving the anchor words given the approximation matrix M̂ and
tracing the error as it accumulates in those steps.
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Nonegative Matrix Factorization Algorithm

NMF is the primary tools involved in the recovery of the anchor words. Note that the NMF algorithm
utilized herein is specific to this task. Generally, Arora et al. give a first NMF algorithm with provable
error in [3]. The key idea behind the result that there is a polynomial time algorithm for NMF every
constant inner dimension is that if the matrix A does not have full rank (and thus doesn’t have a
psuedo-inverse), we can consider the columns of A which have pseudo-inverses and utilize extreme
columns that span other columns in the matrix to provably compute a NMF AW = M . A good
resource for understanding this terrific result and its background is [7]. However, we don’t aim for
NMF to recover a factorization AW ≈ M̃ that is close in l1 distance to the actual matrix M , but
our goal is to recover anchor words or “almost anchor words” (a word in A that has almost all of its
weight on a single coordinate). In section 5, Arora et al. tackle this problem directly. To formalize
this improved, specialized NMF algorithm, we need one additional definition:
Definition 5.1 (γ-robustly simplical; 2.3). If each column of A has unit l1 norm, then we say it is γrobustly simplical if no column in A has l1 distance smaller than γ to the convex hull of the remaining
columns in A.
The following theorems will in part rely on γ-robust simplical constraints for A that follow from
the introduction of the NMF algorithm in [3] as described above. In the interest of not getting lost in
parameters, we will defer the relatively simple proofs that A achieves those requirements to the paper;
see in particular Claim 2.4 and Lemma 2.5.
Theorem 5.1 (Anchor Word Recovery Algorithm; 2.7). Suppose M = AW where W and M are
normalized to have rows sum up to 1, A is p-separable and W is γ-robustly simplical. When  <
γ/100 there exists a polynomial time algorithm that given an approximation M̃ such that for all rows
kM̃i − Mi k1 < , finds r rows (almost anchor words) in M̃ . The ith almost anchor word corresponds
to a row in M that can be represented as (1 − O(/γ))Wi + O(/γ)Wi0 , where Wi0 is a vector in the
convex hull of the other rows in W with unit l1 norm.
The first step in this recovery is to find the anchor rows in W . In the most simplstic setting, we can
outline this algorithm as follows. Note that the anchor rows in M span all other rows. Therefore we
can regard those as extreme points of a convex hull. If we remove a regular row from the collection
of points in n-dimensional space, the hull won’t change, but if we remove an anchor row, it will. This
lets us empirically find the anchor words. These steps are described in the simplified Algorithm 1.
4

We can also simply solve for nonnegative A that minimizes kM − AW kF , for example using a convex programming
algorithm or a based on a greedy algorithm Arora et al. describe in their newer paper [2]. See section 5 for a brief
introduction.
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Algorithm 1 Empirical convex hull method algorithm to recover anchor words
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

function R ECOVER A NCHORS(M )
. Input: matrix M ∈ Rn×m that satisfies the conditions
. Output: matrix W that is the restriction of M to only anchor rows
S ← [n]
for i=1,...,n do
. Let Mi denote the ith row in M
if Mi ∈ conv({Mj | j ∈ S, j 6= i}) then
S ← S − {i}
end if
end for
return W = restriction of M to the rows with indecies in S
end function

When implemented in this primitive form, Algorithm 1 would be too slow for practical purposes
due to the cost of the check in line 6. A simple speedup is achieved in this paper and further developed
in [2] and [8]. We will obmit the discussion of linear programming that is used in the original paper
because this idea has later been dismissed by Arora et al. for the sake of robustness. Instead, suppose
we randomly choose a row Mi . Clearly, the furthest row from Mi will be an anchor row. Once we
found an anchor row, the furthest row from it will be another anchor word, and so on. This greedy
approach has two key advantages that are outlined in [2]. Firstly, since it relies on pairwise distances,
we can apply geometry-perserving dimension reduction techniques to speed up the algorithm. Secondly, this allows us to avoid linear programming completely once the anchor words have been found.
In the second step, we simply project into a k − 1-dimensional simplex at each step to solve for the
nonnegative A that minimizes kM − AW kF . Note that this is different from the theoretical solution
described in section 7.
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Dealing with Sampling Noise

We could almost conclude our discussion of Arora et al.’s paper at this stage if we had access to the
matrix M or agood approximation M̂ ≈ M . Unfortunately, M̂ is a very, very horrible approximation
of M . Recall that we are dealing with N  n samples from a large distribution, where documents
are fairly short. Running the adjusted NMF algorithm on M̂ does not provide any known, provable
bounds on the error attained when recovering A. Instead, the authors prove a strong result when
using an approximation of the Gramm-Matrix M M T , that is the empirical covariance matrix of the
observed words, instead of an approximation of M . While M̂ is weak, as the number of documents m
increases, roughly M̂ M̂ 0 → M M T . Based on this motivation, let us define the matrix Q as follows:
4
M̂ M̂ 0 ,
mN 2
where the originally observed word-by-document matrix has been split into two independent halves
according to words: M̂ and M̂ 0 . We construct these by first splitting our dictionary in halves before
approaching a given document and then creating a sample for each half. 5 Then as m gets large, Q
Q=

5

The paper is vague here and simply states that we split by “first and second half of words”. This is the interpretation
that made the proofs work in my analysis.
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converges to m1 AW W T AT = ARAT , where R is the empirical topic-by-topic covariance matrix6 ,
that is, we can use the following formal bound:
n
Lemma 6.1 (3.7). When m > 50Nlog
, with high probability all entries of Q − m1 AW W T have ab2Q
solute value at most Q . Further, the l1 norm of rows of Q are also Q close to the l1 norm of the
corresponding row in m1 AW W T AT .

Observe that with enough documents, the equation Q = ARAT still represents a Non-Negative
Matrix Factorization problem, since the matrices A, RAT and Q are all non-negative by construction.
We have access to Q and still. Arora et al.’s key insight here is that we can run the NMF algorithm
previously derived on Q instead of our approximation of M to obtain anchor words and ultimately
receive provable error bounds on A. This is made possible by proof of Lemma 6.1 (3.7 in the paper),
which is a key ingredient to the overall algorithm.
Proof of Lemma 6.1 (3.7). Given Q as defined based on the matrix M̂ and M̂ 0 , the one-line proof is
as follows:
T
T
1 2
2
1
4
E[M̂ M̂ 0 ] = ( E[M̂ ])( E[M̂ 0 ]) = AW W T AT = ARAT .
E[Q] =
2
mN
m N
N
m
This follows because given the construction above, where we split matrices by words, M̂ and M̂ 0 are
independent give that assume they share the same topics (that is, conditionally on W ), thus allowing
for the split of expectations in the second equality. Clearly, their expectations are both N2 AW , thus
giving the third equality. Of course, we must still show that Q is close to its expectation, which, as
the paper states, is not surprising given that Q is an average of m independent document samples of
the scaled word-word-covariance matrix.
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Recovering Topics Using Anchor Rows

Finally, we are left with the task of recovering the topic matrix A and parameters from the distribution
τ . While we won’t go into detail for the Dirichlet parameter recovery step (section 4 of the paper
provides a good standalone overview for those interested), we will show how to learn the empirical
topic-topic covariance matrix R underlying τ .
This approach has since been refined by Arora et al. for robustnes reasons as detailed in section 5,
but it is important to draw attention to the theoretical result at this stage as this will give us desirable
error bounds and are much easier to work with than the further optimized version. More advanced
implementations can be reduced to these equations, in particular in the (not uncommon) case when the
number of documents is large enough to make matrix inversion and linear programming operations
less of an issue.
The critical step in recovering A and R from the anchor words is to notice that once we have
access to the anchor words in A (that is r of its n rows that have a single non-zero entry), these
rows form a block-diagonal matrix in A. Call this matrix D and let U be the matrix we append to
D to obtain A. By permuting7 D to be at the top of the matrix A = (D, U ), AT = (D, U T ), we
Showing that Q converges to AR(τ )AT , where R(τ ) is the true topic-topic covarience matrix underlying the distribution τ does not give us an inverese polynomial relationship with N , that is it is impossible to learn R(τ ) to the required
bounds, which is of interest to this paper as part of recovering the parameters of τ (see section 4 for the special case of
Dirichlet), though we don’t discuss this further here.
7
None of these row permuations matter, since the rows of A form a dictionary of words in arbitrary order.
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Figure 3: The equation AW W T AT = M M T in pictures: we can read off several block matrices.

obtain the picture in Fig. 3 for the equation AW W T AT = M M T . This allows us to directly read
off DRD and DRAT . Since the row sums of DR and DRAT are equal, we can set up a system of
linear constraints on the diagonal entried of D−1 (Lemma 3.1 in the paper; proof trivial). This allows
us to compute DRAT ~1 = DR~1. Solving for ~z : DRD~z = DR~1 lets us find D−1 . We can output
AT = ((DRDDiag(z))−1 DRAT ) and R = (Diag(z)DRDDiag(z)).
Algorithm 2 Main Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
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. Input: matrix M̃ ∈ RN ×m with m = O lognr
2
. Output: matrices R and A
M̂ and M̂ 0 ← create by splitting our dictionary in halves and creating a sample for each half
T
Q ← N 42 m M̂ M̂ 0
. Compute word-by-word matrix
W ← R ECOVER A NCHORS(Q)
. Find anchor words
Use r anchor words encoded in W as input to solve the system of equations presented.
return the results A and R
end function

function R ECOVER A NCHORS(M̃ )

The simplified setting described in sections 5 and here assumed reasonable error-tracing methods
will allow us to draw conclusions from the equation AW W T AT = M M T and recover anchor words
with the desired bounds. The paper provides proofs for this in section 3. Describing these in detail
would go beyond the scope of this report in length.
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Image Experiments

In their paper Arora et al. provide a remarkably useful and provable algorithm for topic modeling
in the unsupervised text classification setting. However, one of the big question mark they leave is
whether the anchor word assumption generalizes to other types of data commonly applied in topic
modeling. While the machine learning community has accepted that this is a viable assumption in
text corpuses, it is not obvious why this should follow for genome sequences, images, and other types
of data that can be represented in a bag of words fashion. The proposed algorithm builds crucially on
this assumption – there is no room for topics that don’t have at least “almost anchor words” associated
8

with them. Indeed, the submatrix D of A will not be diagonal and by lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 that bound
the error on this matrix will show that we cannot achieve the desired error bound for A.
To clear the question of whether this assumption may hold in the unsupervised image topic modeling setting specifically and whether we can still reason about desirable topics we provide some basic
experiments here. While this is far from a comprehensive study, we intend to motivate future work required to explore the use of Arora et al.’s compelling algorithm in image topic modeling and computer
vision more broadly

8.1

Data Representation

We obtained m = 1425 images from the MIT Indoor Scene Recognition database8 . We treat each
image as a document and assume that, similar to an article, its “bag of visual words” representation
arises as a convex combination of topics which in turn arise as a convex combination of words. Our
goal is to verify that Arora et al.’s algorithm provides useful topics in these images (based on the
anchor words uncovered). To obtain the representation, we implement a commonly used bag of
visual words approach by detecting SIFT-features [5] in images and applying k-nearest clustering to
words in SIFT space.
The discretization method is divided into two steps, as illustrated in Fig. 4. First, we build the
vocabulary Vocv . SIFT keypoints. are detected and translation, scale, rotation, and illuminationinvariant 128-dimensional features are extracted for each keypoint. The features correspond to a
histogram of sampled gradient edge maps that have been shown to describe image portions well
in practice and identify desirable and detectable keypoints. We cluster all SIFT features across all
images using k-nearest custering, where we let k = n = 200 (dictionary size) to form the SIFT
custors Vocv = v1 , ..., vn that form our vocabulary. In the second step, each image I is expressed
as a bag of words vector [wv1 , ..., wvn ], where n is our dictionary size and wvi = j if and only if I
has j regions approximately labeled with the cluster vi . To discretize the continuous bag-of-words
representation achieved when we measure the proximity of present SIFT features in I to existing
clusters v1 , ..., vn , we multiply the euclidian distance based score that indicates how similar a newly
detected SIFT feature is to a given cluster by a constant c and round to the nearest integer. In practice,
c = 50 gives a good approximation for how often a given visual word occurs in an image. In this
experiment, we restrict the images from the database to the categories “bowling”, “airport”, and “bar”
for simplicity and illustration. Note that these labels are at no point supplied to the algorithm they are
only used for evaluation.
6
) images in our representation to learn A up to an error of .
Recall that we require m = O( lognr
2
200·56 )
Letting  = 0.11, when learning for example r = 5 topics we have (log0.11
≈ 1236 < m, so our
2
experiments occur within the required bounds.

8.2

Results

We first note that in the supervised setting, the categorie “bowling”, “airport”, and “bar” are empirically seperable in fairly low dimensions as we can see by applying PCA to plot the image document
vectors in Fig. 5. This can provide a good starting point unsupervised topic modeling. We run Arora
et al.’s algorithm on the collection of n = 200 visual words to obtain the recovered matrix A as
8

Available for download at http://web.mit.edu/torralba/www/indoor.html
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Figure 4: Generating a bag of words representation of input images by detecting SIFT features and clustering
using k-means (shown k = 3 used k = 200).9

well as visual anchor words. Since the visualization of the visual anchors (which are vectors in 128dimensional SIFT space) is difficult, we provide images that are most indicative of given topics: We
treat the columns of A as n-dimensional topic vectors t1 , ..., tr . For each of topic ti , we find the 10
of our m images from the collection w1 , ..., wm , such that ti · wj is maximal, where we use the dot
product as a measure of similarity between an image document and a topic.
We vary the topic size r between 5 and 20 (although in the supervised setting, there are only 3
topics to uncover, we focus on the unsupervized problem). Emperically, on this constrained dataset,
the algorithm returns visually reasonable topics up to a topic size of r = 10. When r = 5, it returns 3
praticular topics that can be seen as indicative of the original categories with an 87% practical accuracy. The algorithm further uncovers relevant image topics that correspond to shapes and architecture
depicted in the images. Top images for two representative resulting topics when r = 5 are given in
Fig. 6. The system seems to be easily able to discover edge-heavy regions that are similar in their
appearance as illustrated in the Fig. 7. Possibly due to limitations of the SIFT word model, edgeempty regions are less well classified. The algorithm recovers compelling topics, but further work is
required to assess cases with less obvious anchor words.

8.3

Code

The vocabulary generation and feature extraction is implemented in C++ using OpenCV’s Bag of
Words (BoW) libraries. BoW vector discretization and formatting as well as statistical analysis is
implemented in MATLAB. We draw on a Python-implementation of Arora et al.’s algorithm that has
10

Figure 5: Dimension reduction using PCA of 200-dimensional bag of word vectors into 3D. x: examples
“airport”, o: “bar” .

Figure 6: Top images corresponding to two illustrative topics when r = 5.
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Figure 7: Three images connected to a certain topic: The system seems to be easily able to discover edge-heavy
regions that are similar in their appearance.

kindly been provided by Ankur Moitra and use a shell-script to interface their implementation from
MATLAB. All code has been made available for download and contribution at
http://github.com/MyHumbleSelf/anchor-baggage to encourage further experiments.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Arora et al. present a game-changing algorithm for topic modeling that provides provable guarantees
on the recovered topic matrix without making any assumptions about the distribution that documents
originate from. The algorithm is based solely on linear algebra operations – the running time in our
experiments was on the order of a few seconds. Clearly, this is applicable to the unsupervised text
topic modeling problem, as the authors show in [2]. But does the underlying anchor word assumption
hold strong for the other use cases suggested?
The experiments presented herein suggest that, in principal, the algorithm is able to uncover topics
in the bag of words image representation model, but the topics uncovered seem to be limited to
relatively simple ones that correspond to color and shape. However, further work is required to (a) test
the output topics by the algorithm in the image topic modeling problem, and (b) verify the anchor word
assumption seperately in images and other types of data. With images in particular, the assumption
could likely become an issue when dealing with complex graphics and we hypothesize that topics
depend largely on the presence of objects in the images. Anchor words may have to be made up of a
combination of visual words (e.g. multiple SIFT features that make up a face). Arora et al. mention
that it is unclear how to integrate multiple anchors into the algorithm – it could further be interesting
to explore how to combine multiple words into one anchor.
Based on this further study, the algorithm, but even more so the anchor word idea, could become
a powerful tool in computer vision and other fields of topic modeling.
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